The smell of silkworms I found nauseating, so I selected carpentry. Everyone was pleased. My father because I was following in his footsteps, the school because they were short of silkworms, myself because I could make things for my camera. ' We see that before the age of 14 he had developed some creative interest in photography which was to play so important a part in his life, especially when the human eye was the camera involved.
At Harrow Hartridge studied the usual curriculum, dead and modern languages, mathematics and science. What he did outside the class room, in the workshop and on his own, was less usual. He made a photo graphic camera and enlarger, a morse-code wireless transmitter and a tiny lamp lit without wires by a Tesla coil run from an induction coil. There was his 'early morning tea set' started by an alarum clock that only woke him when the tea was already discharged into the waiting cup. And among many other inven tions a mirror galvanometer with self-contained light that was (later) so approved by Keith Lucas, F.R.S., the great Cambridge nerve physiologist and instrument designer, that at his recommendation it was taken up and manufactured by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company-their Spot Galvanometer.
Some boxes full of very miscellaneous records have been kindly lent me by Kathleen, Hamilton's widow. These throughout show his intense involve ment in mechanical contrivance-the way that boiling water in the 'tea set' started a syphon to fill the cup which, on filling, tipped a counterpoise and extinguished the spirit lamp and rang a bell (no electric mains). We see through out a very skilful and ingenious boy successfully creating surprising appliances out of common household commodities and inexpensive acquisitions. He kept all through his life this remarkable capacity to see a simple way to make things work with cheap components and a certain child-like intoxication in its success. This perhaps underlies his scientific achievement and also its limitation. 'When we need a device to carry out an experiment, Hartridge will design it better and make it quicker than anyone else' (says Sir Rudolph Peters, F.R.S.). But when, as a sensory physiologist, Hartridge asks: 'How does the eye work to perform this function ?' he sees at once how he would have designed it, and finds it hard to imagine that the Creator could have done it differently.
In reading his memoirs, written, I suppose, in his mature or declining years, one is struck by the intense concern with details of construction. Whether it was a photographic enlarger or his original invention of the gas poker (made by saw cuts into an old stair rod devised to help the cook light her fires), the writer is still the little boy, faced with problems of neat construction with limited means, and taking you through the details of how best to do the job. That I think was his great love right till the end, together with the love of his wife Kathleen. Even with her he writes as though it was his mechanisms that guided him into that marriage with his cousin. In 1911 he first met her and showed her some 'family portraits on my lantern'. He then describes in some detail not the girl but the lantern that he had built. Next year he travelled north by car, a present from his grandmother when he obtained his Fellowship at King's College, Cambridge. He called for tea at his cousin's house near Derby and afterwards took her for a ride.
The car that had journeyed all the way from London without a hitch now broke down so definitely that Hartridge (to his embarrassed delight) was asked to stay the night, and he became engaged to Kathleen next year. He writes as though the car had engineered the whole affair, but they had 'crossed a hump back bridge which caused the rear wheels to leave the road like a bucking mule. This was so amusing that I turned the car round and did it again. But this time something went wrong. There was a loud explosion and the engine stopped dead'. We are then given some engineering details, perhaps to show just how the car organized their engagement. But possibly Freud might have suggested a different interpretation.
Hamilton's typed account has this added in Kathleen's hand: 'We married in March 1916 after 3 years' engagement. Hal died in January 1976 just before our diamond wedding. ' Cambridge (1905 He studied for Part I of the Tripos in chemistry, physics, physiology and geology, and took Part II in physiology, obtaining a second class in each part. As it was hard at that time to obtain a staff position in physiology without a medical degree, he was advised by Professor J. N. Langley, F.R.S., to study medicine. So he went to London, King's College in the Strand, to study anatomy. He passed the 2nd M.B. and in October 1911 entered St George's Hospital for his clinical studies and finally qualified M.B., B.Ch. (Cantab.) in 1914.
In 1908-9 he made his most famous invention, the reversion spectroscope and he calibrated and tested it in the basement of his father's home during his clinical studies with weekend excursions to the laboratory in Cambridge of (Sir) Joseph Bar croft, F.R.S.
The Airship Construction Station (1915-19) . During the war Hartridge joined up not as a doctor, but, in effect, as a problem solver at the Kingsnorth Airship Construction Station, where he was Experimental Officer. Perhaps no job has ever suited him so well. In the new science of air warfare, new and unexpected problems were always turning up needing immediate and practical solution. This was precisely the challenge that Hartridge's mind required, and he was quick to give useful answers.
He seems to have accepted without question or resentment the structure of official red tape and to have enjoyed its more preposterous absurdities. His widow says that this perhaps was the most happy employment of his life, and certainly he writes with a sentimental love of that military establishment that would hardly have been expected from a Fellow of King's.
Cambridge . After the war Hartridge returned to his Fellowship at King's College, and became Senior Demonstrator of Physiology, and Lecturer on Special Senses in the Physiological Department, Cambridge. The present writer came to Cambridge as a medical student in 1921 and attended Hartridge's teaching-his lectures on eyes and ears and his practical classes in nerve-muscle excitation. I found these so exciting and experimentally orien tated in their approach that my student research interest was channelled into these two fields and I have worked in them all my life.
During these 30 years in Cambridge Hartridge published some 70 papers, mostly alone, but ending with the masterly collaboration with Professor F. J. W. Roughton, F.R.S., in which they measured the rate of rapid chemical reactions of haemoglobin.
London {1927 During the 4 years before reaching the retiring age at 65, he equipped the Department with staff and optical apparatus, and investigated and expounded some rather revolutionary views on human colour vision. These were not well received by physiologists, and after his retirement he withdrew completely from physiology. But he kept up his interest and activity in his other life pursuits-microscopy and photography and, though much crippled by arth ritis, he and his wife got around and continued their hobby of painting together until the end of his life.
He was elected an Honorary Member of the Physiological Society in 1968. Of the eight grandchildren, Sophie Harris is following her parents at King's College Hospital.
Family

C reativeness
Hartridge's creations lie in four categories: (i) research on the mechanisms of hearing and (ii) of seeing, (iii) inventing apparatus, especially optical ap paratus, and (iv) writing articles and books chiefly at the non-specialist level.
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The hearing of hats On returning to his Fellowship at King's College in 1919 Hartridge occupied a room where the college bats congregated on fine summer evenings. They flew around continually in the dark and could pass into an inner room through a nearly closed (6 inches ajar but not 4 inches) door with never an impact. He estimated the darkness by exposing a bare photographic plate with a coin upon it and found, after developing, no print of the coin on the plate. He stretched fine silk threads across the room, one end fixed to the wall, the other attached to tension indicators in a box, which he observed by dim light with his head beneath a black cloth. The threads remained untouched. How did the bats in darkness locate the threads so quickly and so precisely ? This prob lem of the bat's 'sixth sense' was no new one. Spallanzani, 100 years before, had looked into the matter and Jurine further clarified the situation in 1798. They had found that the precision of a bat's avoidance of obstacles was un affected by blinding, but was greatly reduced if either the mouth or the ear was plugged. The obvious inference that bats normally heard the echo of cries they emitted was rejected, for no one could hear them emit any cry during most of the time when they were avoiding. The 'sixth sense' remained a puzzle. Now Hartridge's work on the precision of image formation in light microscopes made him familiar with diffraction in wave propagation and the relation of this to the exactness of image formation. So he knew that if sound was to underlie any precise localization, its wavelength must be so short (and consequently its frequency so high) that it would be well beyond the limits of human audition. The inaudibility of the bat's cry, therefore, is no serious objection to the echo theory, for it is precisely what must follow if the sound is to have the property of revealing the position of fine silk threads across the room. Galambos and Griffin confirmed Hartridge's interpretation when, in 1942, they were able to record these supersonic sounds by a sensitive physical instrument, which by then was available.
In 1959 the writer saw a very beautiful demonstration by Griffin and Roeder in Boston confirming Hartridge, but using as supersonic sound detector the ear of a moth. Bats hunt moths whose ears consequently have become sensitive to their cries. Dr Roeder dissected an auditory nerve from the head of a moth and recorded its activity in a loudspeaker. Dr Griffin released flies in the cage where his bats were, so the bats flew about avoiding the walls and catching the flies. At each moment of avoidance or catch, cries were emitted. could not hear them of course, but the moth's dissected ear could, and I could hears its auditory impulses as a crackle in the loudspeaker. I wish Hartridge had been present. No one would have enjoyed this elegant trick more than he. But of course moth's nerves could not be recorded in 1919.
Hearing in man
Human sensory physiology differs from most branches of science in this, that instead of simply observing and measuring we also experience the sensation studied.
This often makes explanation very unsatisfactory. We may work out the interrelations between the quantities measured and reveal a logical causal structure. In other branches of science this is accepted as 'explanation', but it falls far short of explaining the sensation itself. All that can be done, however, is to establish some good correspondence between external cause and certain features of the resulting sensory experience.
The great Helmholtz in his Sensations of tone had laid a mighty basis for the physiology of hearing from his close attention to the anatomy of the ear, his experimental study of its discriminating performance, and a wealth of experi mental measurements upon various expectations that should follow from his theory.
In the 1920s Hartridge championed Helmholtz's resonance theory against various critics who said that it could not possibly be the basis of hearing. In its simplest form the theory proposed that the fibres of the basilar membrane in the inner ear, which vary in length like the strings of a piano, vibrate in resonance with the incident sound waves. Thus each fibre, through its corres ponding nerve, can send to the brain its component in the harmonic analysis of incident chords.
There are great difficulties in reconciling our wide audible frequency range with the dimensions of the fibres in this tiny membrane. Also the ear's good pitch discrimination seems to require a sharply tuned resonator which, in consequence, must continue 'ringing' after the sound itself has stopped. But when the sound stops we can hear the silence even when this is short as in the difference between the words 'utter' and 'udder'. (Hartridge replied that we could hear the difference between 'ut' and 'ud' so this difference cannot be simply a matter of the length of sound gap.)
All these papers on the possibility or the impossibility of hearing by Helm holtz's resonance make rather poor reading today. Hartridge defended Helm holtz against all comers usually by pointing out that the anatomy of the ear made its mechanics much more complex than the critics had assumed. So their clear case against the theory was not clear and might indeed fail entirely. He fought a rearguard action with sometimes something like a smoke screen, and clear scientific expectations seemed to dissolve into inconclusiveness.
Ingenious experiment, not theory, was Hartridge's forte. He argued that if a continuous note suddenly had its vibrations changed by one half-cycle, so that now it excited the resonators in antiphase, this should bring the resonator first to rest and then start it up again with the half-cycle change of phase. This he achieved mechanically by using a siren to generate the note.
The rotating head of the siren was perforated with a circle of holes that passed in succession across the orifice of the wind chest. The note resulted from the succession of puffs. If during steady rotation the wind chest with its orifice received a sudden rotary displacement of half the distance between one hole and the next, the sound would suffer a phase change of 7t and continue in anti-phase as required.
Hartridge states that he heard the note decline in intensity and then build up again. It is surprising that the Editor of the British Journal of Psychology (1922) , where this was published, did not require any observer beside the author to confirm the author's expectation. The discontinuity heard was very brief-about the duration of the silence in 'utter'-and it was not easy by listening to be sure of the sequence of events. But what Hartridge said he heard was confirmed by electrical recording (with C. S. Hallpike, F.R.S., & A. F. Rawdon Smith) in 1937.
They recorded the electrical changes in the cat's ear when a 7t-change in the waves was produced by Hartridge's sound generator. The cochlear microphonic effect showed that the sound had indeed reversed its phase. The audi tory nerve response pattern showed a short silence followed by a restart of nerve impulses after a few cycles.
T he eye
All his life Hartridge was fascinated by optics. As a schoolboy he experi mented with his camera and his projector and learnt in theory and in practice how to form sharp images. Later he became expert in microscopy and was president of the Quekett Microscopical Club after he finally retired from the Institute of Ophthalmology. His reversion spectroscope enabled him to make original contributions to the physiology of haemoglobin in human blood, and his work with F. J. W. Roughton, F.R.S., was a landmark in the chemistry of reaction velocities in solution.
So it is not surprising that when Hartridge studied the physiology of the human eye, it was its properties as an optical instrument that first engaged him. Here, too, Helmholtz had preceded him, with the following striking passage (Helmholtz 1893).* Having mentioned some of the optical defects of the eye, he writes : 'Now it is not too much to say that if an optician wanted to sell me an instrument which had all these defects, I should think myself quite justified in blaming his carelessness in the strongest terms and giving him back his instrument. Of course, I shall not do this with my eyes. . . . Still, the fact that, however bad they may be, I can get no others, does not at all diminish their defects so long as I maintain the narrow but indisputable position of a critic on purely optical grounds. . . . 'The eyes have every possible defect that can be found in an optical instru ment, and even some which are peculiar to itself; but they are all so counter acted that the inexactness of the image which results from their presence very little exceeds (under ordinary conditions of illumination) the limits which are set to the delicacy of sensation by the dimensions of the retinal cones.'
This problem, stated so forcefully and authoritatively by Helmholtz, was embraced by Hartridge (amongst other things) as soon as he returned to Cam bridge in 1918 and it engaged him intermittently for the rest of his life. The work is described in a difficult 150-page paper in the Philosophical Transactions (1947) .
The most straightforward question was acuity-the fineness of detail that could be resolved. It was known that the retina was a mosaic of photoreceptors, that cones were those responsible for fine detail and that the cone population density is greatest at the fovea centralis where appreciation is finest. The prev alent view was that of Helmholtz (seen in the last sentence just quoted from him). The 'grain' of the retina is that of the cone mosaic, and, as in half-tone printing, the picture cannot reproduce detail finer than its grain. Hence it will be superfluous for the retinal image to be formed much more precisely than this.
Now it is not possible to examine objectively the precision of the retinal image, it can only be inferred from visual performance. Astronomers had long studied the minimum angular distance between two stars that could be resolved as a naked-eye double. The simplest physiological condition would be that the image of each star should fall upon the extreme members of a row of three cones, leaving the middle cone unstimulated. The angles found by the astronomers, on the one hand, and the retinal anatomists, on the other, in fact corresponded rather closely. But Hartridge could not accept the simplified geometrical optics of this model. If chromatic and spherical aberrations and also diffraction are considered quantitatively, as they must be, the star image is found to be a circle that spreads from one cone to the next. Moreover, there were some tests of acuity that gave a much better figure for the eye's perform ance than the double star measurement-notably 'vernier acuity* where the continuity of the rulings from scale to vernier or the degree of their offsetting can be judged to a fraction of the inter-cone distance.
Hartridge worked on this both theoretically and practically and proved that the unstimulated intermediate cone idea was inadequate. It was physically clear that next to a well stimulated cone the neighbours would also be appre ciably excited; the unstimulated cone of the old geometrical theory simply does not exist. On the other hand, the ratio of excitations of neighbouring cones might give information in much finer detail than a fixed mosaic of excited and unexcited cones.
But though this idea of Hartridge illustrates Helmholtz's point and shows how the eye can use its 'optical imperfections' to improve its performance, it does so at a cost. The intensity of retinal image at points between the cones can only be inferred from the signals of all the neighbouring cones if there exists a very formidable kind of processing of all relevant nerve signals. The brain (or its outgrowth the retina) may indeed perform this remarkable task but Hartridge does not indicate how it does it, so his theory resolves the paradox that the real imperfect eye does better than the 'ideal eye', but the theory is not quantitatively predictive.
C olour visio n
Hartridge entered the bewitching domain of colour through its most dan gerous door-colour appearance. Newton, who had enunciated his (correct) centre-of-gravity law of colour mixtures which leads at once to trichromacy (as no one could have seen more clearly than Newton), never mentioned three primary colours. Instead he named seven colours in the spectrum (on analogy with the musical scale), and inconsistently claimed that there was an infinite number of retinal nerves resonant to every visible light frequency. These mechanisms, if true, should permit the naked eye to perform some spectral analysis of light, as the ear can analyse a musical chord-a visual performance notably at variance with fact.
Goethe was far more bewitched. He allowed himself to write some very immoderate things about Newton's character, claiming that he used his great prestige as a geometer to deceive people as to the nature of light and colour. How could anyone but a liar claim that white was simply a mixture of all the brightest colours, since white has no colour at all ?
Thomas Young, Goethe's contemporary, proved that light was a wave motion. He pointed out that if the retina contained three independent kinds of resonator with natural frequencies, one corresponding to red light, one to green and one to violet, then different lights would throw them into vibration to different extents. The ratio of amplitudes of these three resonators would uniquely specify the stimulus interpreted as colour, which in consequence is defined by a three-dimensional vector.
Nothing is said about colour sensation except that it stands in one-to-one correlation with the amplitude vector. Thus if two lights of different spectral compositions result in identical vectors, they will be indistinguishable in appearance (assuming the eye to be in the same state of adaptation in both cases).
This theory appeals to the colour analyst because it reduces to the simplicity of trivariance the immense complexity of colour phenomena. Colour matches are quantitatively explained and there appears to be no observation inconsistent with this very restrictive theory. But it does not explain at all the appearance of colour-and to the artist it is the appearance of colours that is of chief interest. A theory that replaces the wonderful redness of red by a particular vector is leaving aside nearly everything that colour means to the artist.
Hartridge was an artist and I think it was his ambition to give us a theory that would remedy this defect. He was not a mathematical analyst but an inventor of trick boxes, and he set himself to invent a box out of which the principal colours would jump when the right button was pressed by the arrival of the proper coloured light. But if colour was to jump out of the box at the end, it must be put into the box at the beginning, and so he came (like Newton) to a polychromatic theory, with a separate responsive mechanism for each principal sensation of colour.
Hartridge proposed that the normal human eye contains not just the three kinds of cones proposed by Young but about seven. Each kind of cone contains a different visual pigment sensitive chiefly to a spectral light having one of the principal colours we see. When such a coloured light falls upon the retina it stimulates chiefly this specific kind of cone, which sends a message to the 'colour centre' in the brain which responds with the nervous correlate of our sensation of this colour. This is a neat trick box that seems to explain simply how the artist sees the colours he does, and I think Hartridge was delighted with it and felt it only had to be described in the simplest terms for everyone to see that this was obviously how the eye works.
But the considerations that undid Newton's seven-colour theory could not spare Hartridge's. The unaided eye cannot analyse the spectral composition of composite colour. As W. D. Wright and W. S. Stiles, F.R.S., have shown so exactly (following Clerk Maxwell) every colour can be matched precisely by a mixture of red + green + blue spectral lights (though sometimes one of these primaries must be added not to the other two but to the colour to be matched). This result is expected from Young's trichromacy, but it cannot follow from Newton's or Hartridge's polychromacy unless some additional limiting property is invoked that removes all the colour advantages of poly chromacy and in effect reduces it to trichromacy. Hartridge never appeared to consider this difficulty.
He did consider that his theory required that the human eye must contain about seven different kinds of cones each with its own pigment.
He was encouraged by the many different pigments that Dartnall had extracted from the eyes of various fish and by the optic nerve records that Granit had obtained from different vertebrates. There was little reason, how ever, to suppose that these pigments found one at a time in various animals (mainly cold blooded) should be present all at once in the eye of man.
Young's trichromatic theory was very strongly entrenched, for it reduced to only three dimensions of input the vast array of colour appearances. More over, nearly all aspects of colour that could be accurately measured exhibited relations that were quantitatively predictable from the theory. Trichromacy would take some overthrowing; Hartridge made no serious attempt to over throw it.
It seems that he was so delighted with his invention of a theory that actually was concerned at last with colour appearance, that he felt it was only necessary to state it clearly for everyone to see that this must be the way that the eye sees colour. Accordingly he published over and over again in different journals a 1-page account of his polychromatic theory, written usually in a style suit able for school boys, with crisp numbered arguments and key statements passing for well known facts, but which the critical and informed reader would wish to question severely.
As was inevitable, physiologists rejected the polychromatic theory, and when they did, Hartridge was stricken. It was as though they had killed his child.
When he retired from the Institute of Ophthalmology, though he lived for a further 25 years, active in his old loves-microscopy, photography and painting -he only once appeared again at a meeting on vision. It was in 1957 when Dr W. S. Stiles, F.R.S., organized an international conference on colour at the National Physical Laboratory. The distinguished American, Selig Hecht, had recently died and the meeting opened with some tributes to him. Hart ridge was invited to speak and gave some warm and very moving memories of his friend; he then left the meeting before the papers on colour vision began.
T he reversion spectroscope: work o n haemoglobin
'During my fourth year at Cambridge (1908-9) I invented the reversion spectroscope.* There was great activity then by J. S. Haldane, F.R.S., with his group at Oxford and (Sir) J. Barcroft, F.R.S., with his group at Cambridge, upon the exchanges of gases between lungs and blood. Practical methods appli cable to man were being devised and tested to measure the partial pressure of gases in the alveolar air deep in the lungs in close contact with the blood and also the oxygen content of the haemoglobin (Hb) of the blood.
An important auxiliary lay in the combination of CO that forms COHb more readily than 0 2 forms 0 2Hb. The spectrum of each of these haemoglobin compounds has a strong (alpha) absorption band in the green but not quite in the same place. There is a shift of 60 A between them. As the proportion of COHb to 0 2Hb changes, the absorption bands are seen to shift gradually over this 60 A range. Hartridge designed the reversion spectroscope to measure this shift with great accuracy and from it to read at once the proportions of the two components of the mixture. His first instrument is described in^. Physi ology (1912), the first of his listed publications.
The spectrum was formed by a diffraction grating. If the first order spectrum was to be seen straight ahead, the slit and collimator had to be (say) to the right. He had a second slit and collimator equally to the left and situated just above the level of the first slit. This, then, formed a second spectrum just above the first with the colours going from violet to red instead of from red to violet.
A micrometer screw could shift one slit so that its spectrum would slide laterally relative to the other and in this way the alpha absorption bands could be accurately aligned. With change in CO content, the bands in the reversed spectra move in reverse directions and can be realigned by adjusting the micro meter screw. After calibration the micrometer reading gives at once the pro portions of the two haemoglobin components.
There were numerous improvements made from this prototype, and one admires how very many possible contaminating factors were investigated and either shown to be negligible or put right by some modification in construction. This is not the place to follow up those developments, but we may note the entry. 'There was a tiny model which, with its lamp and battery, could go into one's pocket. With this I measured the amount of CO in human blood.' This spectroscope played an important part in resolving the controversy as to whether the lungs could secrete oxygen into the blood as Haldane said at Oxford or whether the force of passive diffusion was sufficient. Barcroft re ceived a postcard: 'Come and visit us in Oxford and you will find that you secrete oxygen just as we do.' The reply card read: 'It's all due to your dreadful climate! You must either secrete your oxygen or die! Come and rest for a while with us in Cambridge where you will not need to secrete.' I was brought up to believe that this controversy was settled in favour of Cambridge, particularly by the investigation of Barcroft, Cooke, Hartridge, Parsons & Parsons (J. Physiol 53, 1920) . In this Barcroft, wishin sure that it was true arterial blood that they analysed and always willing to sacrifice himself, allowed a burette to be tied into his radial artery at the wrist. At the end of the experiment 1 | inches of the slit artery was removed.
Ever afterwards when occasion brought him as a patient to hospital, this was the wrist Barcroft proffered to the unfortunate nurse deputed to record his pulse! Hartridge did most of the work on his spectroscope, testing out its various features, while he was studying anatomy and medicine in London, with week end excursions to Barcroft's laboratory. His publications list shows about eight full papers during the period 1912-15 and then he went to the airship station. He continued to publish during 1915-19 about 10 papers which had nothing to do with airships, and then he returned to his Fellowship at Cam bridge and his university appointment. During the next 3 years he produced 45 publications, though many were very brief notes. But in 1922 he published the first of the distinguished contributions with F. J. W. Roughton, F.R.S., on the velocity of reactions of haemoglobin in solution. These reactions are fast, and as there was no very fast sensitive recording equipment at that time Hartridge decided upon the method of steady flow. The reagents passed down a glass tube so that their time of reaction was displayed as distance down the tube. It was of course important that the reagents should be thoroughly mixed very quickly so that none of the time interpreted as slowness of chemical re action was in fact the time taken for the reagents to mix. Hartridge had worked on the carburettor of his car to improve its design and he machined some very efficient mixing chambers where 16 fine high pressure jets shot the reagents into turbulence. The efficiency of the mixing chambers and the speed of reading the state of the reaction from the reversion spectroscope at each point down the flow tube made this equipment much the most accurate then known for measurements of the velocity of haemoglobin reactions.
I heard once a combined presentation of this work where first Roughton explained the physical chemistry of the reactions being investigated. Then Hartridge described the equipment, starting in these words:
'Ladies and gentlemen, many of you must have been on excursion in a channel steamer, and you remember how as you paced the deck you admired the captain up there on the bridge who had planned the course and was steering so surely upon it. But, after a bit, those of you who wear trousers perhaps descended into the engine room and enjoyed seeing the machinery that drove the ship along. Ladies and gentlemen, may I show you some of the machinery of this experiment that "Captain Roughton" has been directing so surely ?' T he teacher I found Hartridge an exciting teacher. He lectured to me on eyes and ears, and he conducted the practical nerve-muscle classes. I felt I wanted to do research on all those things because he generated an atmosphere of excitement where the answers seemed to be waiting just round the corner to be picked up by a well designed experiment. In the early 1920s he was enormously creative in equipment and ideas (as is clear from his publications list) and I think he saw likely paths to answers wherever he turned.
Later, doubtless his inventiveness and enthusiasm declined and it was certainly damped when air raids on London destroyed by fire at St Bartho lomew's Hospital all his records and his own optical equipment bought over the years out of his savings.
We are reminded of the shock that Newton sustained when his dog over turned the candle and burnt his papers. Newton never did another experiment. But Hartridge continued to research. With Ranyard West he discovered a quite new property of the old drug curare-its lissive action that relieves the rigidity of spastic muscles. And he built his quick firing chronaxiemeter that would determine the strength-duration curve of a nerve or muscle with great speed.
But most of his energies at this time were directed to teaching, both by writing and by visual aids.
He designed a projector that would focus upon the screen directly an enor mously enlarged image of stained sections of organs and tissues, and he brought out with F. Haynes a textbook Histology for medical students (1930) .
He revised the whole of Bainbridge & Menzies's Essentials of , which was just right for the average medical student, and he was responsible for the section on special senses in the great English textbooks of the day, Starling's Principles of physiology and Bayliss's Principles of general physiology.
Hartridge thought and taught by simple practical models, and he disliked the vagueness of psychological concepts and the abstraction of mathematical analysis. This often brought something naive and childlike into his explanations which, however, were easily grasped and readily accepted by medical students.
He was enormously successful in his Children's Lectures at the Royal Insti tution, published as Colours and how we see them (1950) . He leads the children through the jungle of colour phenomena by such a neat, easy path that they never suspect the boggy depths over which they step so lightly.
When colleagues rejected his beloved polychromatic theory and he aban doned theory altogether, it is good to think of him continuing vigorously for 25 years more with a sort of polychromatic practical-his old love of painting natural scenes in the company of Kathleen. 
